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Devon County Councillor for Totnes & Dartington
(incl. Harberton, Harbertonford, Staverton, Landscove & part of Berry Pomeroy)
South Hams District Councillor for Dartington & Staverton

Devon County Council: key issues
COVID – all eligible persons are being actively encouraged to get their COVID 19 and Flu jabs
Devon County Council issued the following statement on its financial situation yesterday:
“In the next couple of weeks, the Chancellor of the Exchequer is expected to set out the Government’s economic plan
which we anticipate will include a further squeeze on public sector spending from April 2023.
Even before this announcement, Devon County Council is projecting that savings of £75 million will be needed next
financial year (April 2023 to March 2024) unless the Government intervenes.
Councils are required by law to balance their books, but with few available reserves left in the bank, this leaves Devon,
like many other councils, at a very real risk of bankruptcy unless action is taken by the Government.
Of course, all this comes on top of the huge savings we are already having to make in this financial year, and I would like
to thank everyone for their tremendous efforts so far in helping to find and make these savings.
But today we have taken the decision to issue a stark public warning that if the situation does not change, then radical
cuts that have a significant impact on the quality of life for everyone in Devon will be unavoidable.
I know this message is hard to hear and will raise many questions and concerns.
The important services that you help to provide are the lifeblood of our county and directly impact on tens of thousands
of local people. Many of you will also be Devon residents who, alongside family and friends, use the County Council’s
wide range of services day in, day out.
I would like to stress that absolutely no decisions have been made about where any cuts might happen, and some very
difficult conversations will be taking place over the coming weeks with our Strategic Leadership Team and elected
Members to find savings whilst limiting the impact on everyone as best we can.
Throughout my long career in the public sector, I have never witnessed a financial crisis in local government of this
magnitude. We have always been rightly proud of the authority’s sound fiscal management, our ability to manage the
resources we have, and adapt how we work together with our partners in order to protect vital local services and
support the most vulnerable.
But these are unprecedented times. Rising demand for services after the pandemic, rising costs and the impact of
inflation are all taking their toll.
As interim Chief Executive I am determined to do all I can alongside our elected Members and leaders to fight for
Devon’s corner, for our vital services, for you and for the people of Devon.
Our Leader, Councillor John Hart, is lobbying Devon MPs to make very clear the dire financial situation we find ourselves
in and he has also written personally to the new Prime Minister laying out the risk to public services.
As a reminder, through our Financial Sustainability work we are already making £36 million of savings this financial year
(April 2022 to March 2023). This has been achieved across all services and includes holding vacancies in non-frontline
areas and stopping some routine road maintenance. We are squeezing all our contracts with external service providers
and reviewing things like school transport for children with disabilities, as well as delaying planned investments in IT and
infrastructure projects, and cutting office heating and lighting bills.

We are reviewing all high-cost activity in both Children’s and Adult Services with the focus on transforming and
improving the support we give while saving resources. We are also reviewing our properties and will be looking to
dispose of assets where they are no longer needed.
Even then we must find a further £37 million this financial year, largely because of rising demand in adult and children’s
social care, higher prices for care packages and a higher national pay award to reflect the cost of living increases we all
face.
I will, of course, keep you updated on our financial position and response.
Thank you again to everyone for your work in helping to make essential savings and for continuing to refer to the EightPoint Plan to help us all focus on making the best use of Devon County Council resources.
With best wishes
Jan Spicer - Interim Chief Executive”

Devon County Council has finalised its Devon Carbon Plan. Both the short version and long version can be
accessed at this link: https://devonclimateemergency.org.uk/view-devon-carbon-plan/
Extract: This pie chart illustrates the main sources of carbon emissions across the County: Clearly transport is a major
issue to be addressed. When I attended the Cabinet meeting at which this was endorsed for publication, I asked
whether this could now guide our budget to reduce spending on new road schemes and instead invest in new active
travel routes to improve the network. I also asked for freight to rail to be lobbied for. I will submit further questions on
these matters at the next Full Council.

I raised this at the Heart of South West, Local Enterprise Partnership Scrutiny meeting at DCC last month and asked
whether they could support freight switching to rail. Their officers agreed this was important and could make a
difference, but were not very encouraging about being able to make this happen
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I submitted the following questions to DCC Full Council last month:
Re: Publication of Devon Carbon Plan
Will the publication of the Devon Carbon Plan mean that Devon County Council policies will be aligned to ensure
compliance and support for the implementation of this important plan sooner rather than later, and thereby provide the
leadership and good example that is needed to ensure we make a real difference?
REPLY BY COUNCILLOR DAVIS
The production of the Devon Carbon Plan has been an iterative process over the last two years to accommodate a range
of consultative approaches and ensure accountability in the preparation of this collective approach to the achievement
of net-zero carbon emissions across Devon. This process has run in parallel with Devon County Council’s development
and adoption of its own Carbon Reduction Plan, which is intended to demonstrate compliance and support for the shared
vision set out by the Devon Climate Emergency Partnership and provide clarity on how the authority will achieve its own
commitment to net-zero emissions by 2030. The delivery of the County Council’s Carbon Reduction Plan is kept under
constant review through its Environmental Performance Board and can be amended as necessary in line with changing
circumstances and wider approaches being taken in collaboration with others in Devon. Beyond our corporate response,
this authority is working collaboratively to deliver the Plan on issues including electric vehicle charging, providing
household energy advice, green economic innovation, food issues via the Devon Food Partnership, supporting the
farming sector with the transition, and enabling communities to address local energy issues. A long list of activity from
Devon County Council and the Devon Climate Emergency partners is available online at
https://devonclimateemergency.org.uk/taking-action/

Re: Pedestrian and cycleway route between Littlehempston and Totnes
How can the long running, 18 plus years of local campaigning for a safe pedestrian and cycleway route between
Littlehempston and Totnes be included in plans for capital funding? This could provide an important and safe link from
the National Cycle route that comes from Buckfastleigh into Totnes towards the route that is part of the new proposals
submitted for the South Devon Cycle way funding bid from the Government’s Levelling up fund. The recent cut backs to
services by Stagecoach has left a deficiency of non-car choices for all those living along this part of the A381 and since
COVID started the A381 between Totnes and Littlehempston has seen a huge rise in cyclists using the main road, but this
is such a busy and dangerous road, that alternative safe provision needs to be provided so that a wider range of cyclists
and pedestrians can walk or cycle this two mile distance.
REPLY BY COUNCILLOR HUGHES
Cabinet considered this proposal in July 2020 and resolved that no further work investigating a multi-use trail between
Littlehempston and Totnes be carried out due to the engineering, economic and cost constraints with delivering it. The
County Council is prioritising completing the gaps in the Tarka Trail and progressing the Teign Estuary Trail and will be
developing a Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan for its strategic trails later this year to guide future
investment priorities across the County.
However, I raised a supplementary question stating that the answer was not actually correct as the reply at that
meeting 2-3 years ago, had been to invite the local community to reconsider the route as the one proposed using the
South Devon Railway bridge was not possible to negotiate. And again requested this is looked into

Re: Funding of South Devon Freeport proposals
At what point will the people of Devon be formally consulted on the plans by Devon County Council to borrow up to
£15M of Treasury monies towards the South Devon Freeport proposals that are part of the Government’s Levelling up
plans? Since DCC cabinet agreed this sum in April this year, interest rates have been risen, is this likely to affect the
repayments for that loan. Does the leader really believe that we should be borrowing against the Council taxer’s public
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funds of the county, to fund a series of plans that include upgrading the nuclear deterrent at Devonport and a company
building a luxury super yachts facility in Plymouth. https://new.plymouth.gov.uk/plymouth-and-south-devon-freeport
REPLY BY COUNCILLOR GILBERT
Cabinet took a decision to investment up to £15m capital into three infrastructure programmes needed to bring forward
the tax and custom sites at Sherford and Langage, designated under the Plymouth and South Devon Freeport. This
investment draws down £9.6m of Government capital funding and would be supported by borrowing repaid through ring
fenced new business rates generated on these two sites.
The financial model developed to support the delivery of the tax and custom sites indicates sufficient future business rate
income to cover the borrowing allowing for price increases and interest rate fluctuations. A review of a full business case
of the infrastructure schemes is required to retest costs, borrowing and repayments. It is expected that the Authority will
borrow from PWLB through annuity loans (repayment of principal during the lifetime of the loans), but a final decision
will be made based on the best rates available at that time.
The County Council and South Hams District Council have entered into a business rate sharing agreement that sets out
repaying borrowing is the first call from the ring fenced sums. The Council is only borrowing to support the development
of the sites within South Hams to promote the relocation of overseas high value engineering businesses and is not
investing in Devonport.
(However, it now seems that Investment Zones might be scrapped if current Tweets are to be believed)

Re: Withdrawal of public bus services
With the substantial withdrawal of public bus services, in particular by Stagecoach, how will the Council try to ensure
that the public can reduce their car use for local journeys? Will the subsidies otherwise offered to these bus companies,
be invested in more pedestrian crossings and more 20mph speed limit zones to encourage more walking instead?
REPLY BY COUNCILLOR DAVIS
Stagecoach are making substantial changes to their commercial services from 30 October. As these are commercially
operated local bus services, Devon County Council has not been funding them and will therefore will not be making any
savings. In fact, as set out in the email sent by our Principal Public Transport Officer to all elected Members on Thursday
29 September, in response to these changes his team are making arrangements, where possible, to maintain frequency
and capacity in the bus network. This will be funded from the County Council’s existing public transport budget and
Government grants awarded specifically to support local bus services.
Further information about the difference between commercial and local authority financially supported bus services can
be found on our Travel Devon web pages. Bus services in Devon - Travel Devon
However, I will be bringing the public petition that has gathered many signatures in Totnes, seeking the reinstatement
of these local services to the next DCC Full Council Meeting on December 8th. This will be on the basis of asking DCC to
lobby central government to increase bus services as part of meeting targets towards its carbon reduction plan.

Active Travel – Totnes
The proposal for a zebra crossing at the Lamb is on the agenda for an update at South Hams Highways and Traffic
Orders Committee (HATOC) – this Friday
The Kingsbridge Hill proposal for rat-runner restrictions at the top end is not currently being pursued by DCC. But has
been referred back to Totnes TC as part of the wider strategic traffic calming plan. This was discussed at a KHARA
(Kingsbridge Hill Area Residents Assocn) mtg. They are linking up with residents from further down St.Katherine’s Way
to consider creating proposals for a series of zebra crossings all the way along that route from the Plains to Cistern St. to
create safer pedestrian routes within the town.
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The traffic lights at the junction of Plymouth Road and the Weston By-pass A381 are having maintenance works. I have
requested that the option for additional pedestrian waiting lights to support a proper pedestrian crossing on the down
side of the lights is revisited (and create a much requested safe link from the public footpath from Smithfields etc to the
bus stop (to Harberton) and the town).

Some Bicycle Racks have become available from Devon County Council:

They have the following cycle racks available to support the community of Totnes.
10 space (5 hoops) - Toast Rack - bolt down
Single - stainless steel bolt down cycle racks
Single - stainless steel root fixed cycle racks
“They are stored at the Lemonford depot and the way the programme works is that the installation locations and layouts
are agreed with DCC, the stand stock is gifted to the community and then the community (landowner) arranges for the
installation to take place.
So, the next step would be for some photos or simple drawings to be produced in line with the DCC cycle parking
guidance (attached), sent through to @Matthew Mcdonald and then we can take forward the delivery/collection
arrangements.”
I’m not sure how many DCC have in total, but lease let me know if you are interested in this offer.
Funding opportunity: British Cycling Crowdfunder - Get up to £15,000 to improve your cycling facilities and
activities. British Cycling’s Places to Ride programme is funding the development of new or the improvement of
existing cycling facilities and activities in communities across England. https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/funds/britishcycling

With winter here again; this is a useful link to report highways problems that need investigation or repair:
https://www.devon.gov.uk/roadsandtransport/report-a-problem/
ROAD CLOSURES
Road Closure in Totnes due to Gas maintenance works: I have received the following information from Wales
& West who will be carrying out the works:“I am writing to inform you about proposed Gas works to commence on Fore Street and South Street in January 2022.
Unfortunately, because of where are works are and narrowness of the road- the top of Fore Street (from station roadto the arch) will be closed. South Street and the top road on south street will also be closed. This also means that the
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High Street will only be accessible to pedestrians throughout these works. We are stopping our works in March so the
high street will be accessible to cars for Easter.
For Deliveries and Markets traders there is a diversion route in place. This
one-way system will be up seven days a week andunder signal control. But I
must stress this will not be for general everyday traffic. I know this has
raised a few questions which we hope to rectify in a meeting with the
Chamber of Commerce in a few weeks time.
We will be sending out a newsletter letter with our drop in session
information shortly. We are also offering a priory customer sign up for our
vulnerable customers and will have information about going carbon neutral
at our drop in. This will be the 11thNovember at the Civic Hall.
However due to stopping works for Easter, we will have to come back in
January 2024 to complete the rest of Fore Street.
For Business owners: There is a dedicated team for claims, they are used to
dealing with these works and any claims for loss of business are dealt with
under The Gas (Street Works) (Compensation of Small Businesses)
Regulations 1996. This team will be more than happy to answer any questions you have. To start a claim, you will need
to provide your name, Business address and a telephone or email address. Our claims team will then send out a
pack and will ask you for all other information needed. However, claims cannot be submitted until all works have been
finished.
You can contact the team by emailing claims@wwutilities.co.uk, Juliet.collier@wwutilities.co.uk or Juliet’s mobile
number is 07583017016.
Questions after the press release: Yes these works are necessary is the bottom line.
Let me show you the bigger picture. This is Totnes in and around the town centre. The yellow lines are gas pipe that are
already plastic. The red one are still metallic. The Red Dots are where leaks or fractures have been reported. As you can
see, we have a lot of leaks that have been reported and we also have a lot of metallic pipes to replace. Bottom line is
leaks (worse case) lead to explosions. We must put the health and safety of everyone first. The Gas pipe on Fore street
has been flagged as a concern from our regulator Ofgem.
However, the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC)
reported that “time was running
out” to reverse climate change,
with around 40% of the world’s
population “vulnerable” to its
impacts. Responding to this by
reducing carbon emissions will
impact much of what we do as a
country, and as a company – from
the gas we transport through our
network, to transitioning our fleet
to electric and hydrogen vehicles.
For our part, we are committed to
doing everything we can for the
customers we serve to meet the
Net Zero carbon emissions target
in the most efficient, and least
disruptive way possible. This
includes an ambition to deliver a Net Zero ready network by 2035, so our network is ready to transport green gases like
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hydrogen and biomethane so we can play our part in decarbonising heat, power and transport. We care about
protecting and improving the environment and this extends beyond our Net Zero ambitions.
We cannot put Hydrogen through metallic pipes, especially those pipes that are prone to leaking. We have a lot of work
to do from Wales to Cornwall to replace metallic pipes, for the future but also for the safety of everyone. The problem
with Gas pipes is that we can’t see what’s going on under the ground and you can’t see gas, which makes it even more
dangerous. Certain pipes have been flagged as more urgent to be replaced first.
ALL these works will need to be completed and yes Fore street is at the top of the list to be done. This information is not
to worry or panic anyone. We are not going to be storming Totnes, we want to keep you updated and work with you not
against to get these works done and to keep disruption to a minimum. This is not just for the safety of everyone now
but for the everyone’s future and the planet.
I hope this answers some of your concerns and questions. I hope to see some of you at our drop in.
Abby Smith, Programme Controller. Plymouth and Cornwall, Wales & West Utilities

Halwell A381 Road Closure: scheduled to be completed in one night 19:00 – 07:00 on 24th-25th November
‘Scheduled Inspections of highway trees along the A381 by experts have identified a cluster of trees on Devon County
Council land in Halwell which pose a risk to the highway.
Inspection – 38 trees have been identified as requiring removal to maintain the safety of the highway. The expert
inspector recommended different timescales for surgery depending on their assessment of the urgency. The deadlines
given by the Inspector were September 27th2022, December 27th 2022 & June 27th 2023.
Closure required – Unfortunately, the A381 is very
narrow through Halwell and is in constant use by
HGVs. It is not possible to set up the equipment
required to complete all of the recommended tree
surgery without closing the road. A day closure of
the A381 would cause significant disruption as the
diversion routes available are very long and the
traffic counts on the road are high. Previous
closures have caused backlogs of HGVs along the
highway and we hope to avoid a repeat of these
problems. We have discussed these issues with
NHOs.
Power shutdown (WPD) – Power lines run through
the trees that need to be removed. These must be
shutdown to enable surgery to be undertaken. We
have consulted with national grid who have agreed
to provide a temporary power supply to the five
properties affected by this line shutdown.
Noise issues – There are approximately 15
properties within 100m of the work site and a total
of 55 properties in Halwell that may be affected by
the noise of surgery works. The chainsaws and chippers that are required would exceed the noise levels usually accepted
at night in this proximity to houses. A night closure seems like it would be the best option, in this case, to avoid travel
disruption, 19:00 – 07:00. This will certainly be unpopular with the residents considering the noise. We will consult with
the residents so that they are aware of the issues and we can reduce disruption wherever possible. The works need to be
completed to ensure the safety of the highway and I’m sure residents will appreciate the necessity of the works.
(map attached showing road closure and route of diversion)
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Broadband briefing on Project Gigabit – provided by Devon County Council

“a briefing note setting out the current position in Devon and Somerset with the Government’s national Project Gigabit
and the local Connecting Devon and Somerset (CDS) programmes, the differences between them and how they interact
including the Gigabit Voucher Top-Up and Gigabit Voucher Schemes in the CDS area. See separate attachment.
The Government’s Building Digital UK (BDUK) agency has started a public consultation to help identify areas in Devon
and Somerset “that may be suitable for future public funding for gigabit-capable broadband” via Project Gigabit. The
briefing note includes more information about the consultation and links to the BDUK and CDS websites.”

KEVICCS – sale of sites. I have written to the new Secretary of State for Education, Gillian Keegan (formerly

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the Foreign Office), with a request to support the community wish for the
Elmhirst Fields and Building to be retained in Community / public ownership. This will be the 5th Secretary of State in as
many months that I have sent this letter to! As yet, there has been no updates or further information regarding any
decisions on sales of the sites.

Helping people manage the cost-of-living crisis: This is a link to Devon County Council’s webpage with useful
information and advice: https://www.devon.gov.uk/cost-of-living/

South Hams District Council – key issues
FREEPORTS – update: At SHDC special Full Council on 13th October ’22, SHDC FC agreed to ‘Submit an Expression of
Interest for the Plymouth and South Devon Freeport to become an Investment Zone and in doing so gain additional
economic incentives for the Freeport Sites’. The Council had been given 2 weeks by the Government to make a
decision and reply, and although it was apparently just an expression of interest, there would not be any option to back
out later. I spoke out against this (for all the reasons I have previously expressed) and along with all the Opposition
members present voted against. Regrettably we lost the vote.

South Hams Traveller & Gypsy Forum: The next meeting takes place on November 15th. I plan to attend and press
for some resolution to the issues that are affecting a lot of this area.

Moor Road, Staverton. Highways issues – The officer at SHDC who has been looking into this felt that DCC had not

confirmed whether they would be willing to adopt the road if brought up to standard. He has taken me up on my offer
to try and negotiate. Don’t hold your breath!

Save Energy – Keep Warm this winter – Free talk with refreshments – Sound practical advice to reduce the

impact of the energy crisis on you, your family and your community with Mark Skinner of South Dartmoor Community
Energy Friday 11th November 7pm at Dartington Village Hall.

Sustainable South Hams Events:
South Hams Climate Assembly in Kingsbridge: held SATURDAY 8th October
This was a very interesting and well attended gathering of local councillors and activists from local community
groups interested in getting involved in local action to reduce carbon and regenerate nature. There were various
special sessions on community energy and community composting schemes.
Adam Williams, Climate Officer at SHDC, ran a short workshop using a simple-to-use tool which maps the key areas
where the highest CO2 emissions come from in South Hams Parishes. More info at the SHDC website link:
https://www.climatechange.southhams.gov.uk/copy-of-funding-and-help
Power Allotments Devon – workshop run by Regen as part of the Kingsbridge event. They are inviting every parish in
Devon to submit a 5 (or more) acre site that they think could become a community owned solar farm or wind turbine.
The team supported by Regen, Devon County Council and Devon Switch have formed a Community Interest Company to
support this project. team will analyse potential sites. They have prepared an on-line toolkit for information and to
make proposals: https://devonenergycic.co.uk/our-projects/power/power-allotments-devon/
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Greener Churchyards Workshop. Sustainable South Hams and Greener East Allington, combined forces to organise

a very interesting event on 14th October. David Curry, retired Reverend and Ecologist from the Exeter Diocese ‘Living
Churchyards’ project, presented a talk about Living Churchyards and the plans for East Allington. This was followed by a
short talk by Charlotte Rathbone, a landscape architect from Rathbone Associates who as part of MoDWag was
responsible for creating a wildlife project in Modbury Churchyard. This was followed by a short walk to St Andrew’s
churchyard to see the work which has just started. It was very inspiring and insightful.

Community Composting Workshop - South Brent 15th October. The SHDC waste team officers who addressed this

workshop were very keen to support local parishes who are interested in setting up a local community scheme. There
are two excellent schemes currently up and running in Ashprington and South Brent which SHDC supports and provide
good models (that are well worth a visit).. This is the link to the SHDC Community Composting scheme offer and
support: https://www.southhams.gov.uk/community-composting

PUBLIC CONSULTATION - Net Zero Review: National Call for evidence – (closed 27th October 2022)
https://beisgovuk.citizenspace.com/nzs/call-for-evidence-on-net-zero-review/

Response sent in on behalf of Totnes Town Council: further to discussion on some of the points at Totnes
Climate & Ecological Emergency working group:
Overarching questions
1. How does net zero enable us to meet our economic growth target of 2.5% a year?
I.
By prioritising local renewable energy, new green jobs.
II.
(schools need to promote this as a career – REAL)
III.
Green industry and turbines
IV.
Only by aspiring for net zero do we have any prospect of 2.5% and meaningful growth, i.e. that benefits people, otherwise
we will have to cope as a society with droughts and floods (and lack of insurance cover for many people)
V.
It provides a driver for sustainable growth through making and selling things not just services
VI.
We can no longer just expand our carbon emissions
VII.
Is this a reasonable question when the planet has finite growth; should growth be 0%?
2. What challenges and obstacles have you identified to decarbonisation?
II.
Need to reduce business rates and similar incentives
III.
We need to be more self-sufficient and use renewable energy
IV.
We need to make and use sustainable technology
V.
The aging population is increasing – we need more medics and technicians which would add to the GDP
VI.
Resistance to change,; behaviour change is hard to achieve
VII.
People need to change their diet to plant rather than meat based
VIII.
The Government is not providing clear guidance on what they need to do and that there is a Climate and Ecological
emergency
IX.
A carbon tax would drive ecological tax reform. i.e the Polluter Pays Principle
X.
Not taking actions that create greater inequality that we clearly have; measures such as subsidies should support great
equality to enable everyone equal access to affording good quality food
XI.
Need for life skills (e.g. repairing, cooking, growing) to be taught in schools
XII.
Investments, in particular Pension schemes (e.g. Devon County Council’s Pension fund has £5.45Bn value) are still investing
in fossil fuels. This should be stopped immediately; possibly initially with a massive tax on their dividends being demanded
by the government and put into a renewable energy fund.
3. What opportunities are there for new/amended measures to stimulate or facilitate the transition to net zero in a way that is progrowth and/or pro-business?
I.
Agriculture:
II.
Establish regenerative farming and growing research institutes to support more plant based growing and food
III.
Supports for ecological stewardship measures and wild areas for landowners and farmers; these need to demand clear and
higher biodiversity benefits per acre. Regenerative farming measures to be sought and taught with new funding and
learning provision to drive this.
IV.
V.

Travel:
Increase public subsidies and spending (switch from roads budgets) onto new and safer non-vehicular public footpaths and
cycleways to implement Active Travel Routes throughout the country to enable switch from private cars.
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VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

Renationalise and reinstate fully funded public transport to make private cars unviable
Carbon tax on all fossil fuels
Require freight to be transported by night-time rail via new drive on-drive off rolling stock
Install solar panels on all public transport and phase in electrification of all public transport

X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.

Planning
New planning requirements to raise the bar to protect wildlife, habitats and biodiversity; e.g.
Regenerative planning system to be new basis for all development
Greater protection of habitats in planning provision; i.e. not allow clearance of wildlife areas, but require new
‘interplanting’ to avoid unnecessary biodiversity loss.
Require larger gardens / communal areas, in new estates to ensure biodiversity can thrive in urbanised areas too and
increase public appreciation and knowledge of wildlife
Reinstate sustainable codes for planning that require all new homes to be passive house standard

XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.

XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.

Economics:
Support New Green Deal with major investment in renewable energy and associated jobs – possibly funded by investment
schemes, in particular Pension schemes (e.g. Devon County Council’s Pension fund has £5.45Bn value) are still investing in
fossil fuels. This should be stopped immediately; possibly initially with a massive tax on their dividends being demanded by
the government and put into a renewable energy fund.
Invest in publicly funded local projects to carry out insulation in the homes of people on low income &/or benefit
Switch funding from private based investment zones and Freeports to Public ownership based sustainable growth zones
Increase public spending on local authorities as they provide good value services to meet the needs of residents
Work with local authorities to Invest in businesses that can use waste materials as resources for new manufacturing etc
Rethink waste as a resource and keep it local to avoid transport costs

4. What more could government do to support businesses, consumers and other actors to decarbonise?
I.
Reverse BREXIT – it has added to the economic crisis and we need to work across the nationals together, not pull up a very
expensive drawbridge
II.
Establish a Carbon Conscription year for all young people to do as they leave education / or gap year. This would require
them to be part of teams doing sustainable agriculture (e.g. like WWOOFERS -Willing Workers On Organic Farms scheme),
on working in local area on housing installation teams or involved in repair, recycling initiatives such as community
composting. They would also receive p/t education on sustainable living.
III.
Use carbon as a parallel currency to sterling to increase understanding of the carbon footprint of their choices and
purchases
IV.
Implement a carbon tax
V.
Switch subsidies from fossil fuels to renewable energy
VI.
Reconsider waste as a resource and use this to create new industries, learning, skills and jobs, e.g. repairing and servicing
white goods, reuse of old materials to create new fibres, products (e.g. like the old ‘Shoddy’)
VII.
Create a personal Carbon Ration Book to guide people in how to live within a reasonable carbon budget and feel it is part
of fair shares
5. Where and in what areas of policy focus could net zero be achieved in a more economically efficient manner?
(see replies to Q 3 above)
6. How should we balance our priorities to maintaining energy security with our commitments to delivering net zero by 2050?
I.
Complete focus on investment in renewable energy and switch subsidies from fossil fuels to renewable energy
II.
Re-think the national grid to enable more renewable energy to be accepted and circulated via local grids that also support
local energy ‘clubs’
III.
Make a commitment to end the use of fossil fuels and nuclear energy as both leave an unquantifiable economic and carbon
legacy
IV.
Enable on-shore wind to be economically viable and reduce planning restrictions – this is an emergency!
7. What export opportunities does the transition to net zero present for the UK economy or UK businesses?
(see replies to Q3 above)
Questions for the public
18. Have you or are you planning to take personal action to reduce your carbon emissions (for example through how you travel,
what you buy, how you heat your home)? If so, how?
I.
Many people have installed solar panels on their homes and time their use of key appliances such as washing machine and
kettle to match when the sun is producing most energy.
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II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Walk, cycle, take the train or bus as a first choice for travel whenever possible.
Use jumpers and a blanket on the settee rather than more central heating in the evenings
Some have installed a log burner which we use for colder weather
We repair, recycle and produce very little residual waste
We generally use charity shops for many purchases
We do what we can, whenever we can to reduce our carbon footprint and support wildlife
We use virtual meetings a lot when we are working and for social purposes too

19. Do you face any barriers to doing this? What are they?
I.
The lack of reliability of busses and sometime trains makes this difficult.
II.
Despite the availability of senior rail passes, the train is still more expensive that the car
III.
Many have reduced our meat consumption, and only buy organic meat, others are vegetarian or vegan
IV.
We grow (organically) a lot of our own veg and fruit
20. What would help you to make greener choices?
I.
Green subsidies on most things that are lower carbon, including public transport
II.
Need to for more information on products and services to help understand what would be a better choice
21. What is working well about the measures being put in place to reach net zero?
I.
The government at least accepting that we have a climate emergency – although to date too little to make net zero happen
II.
Working from home is making a difference to travel
III.
Supports for organic growers
22. What is not working well about the measures being put in place to reach net zero?
Essentially, they are a lot of talk and impressive papers, but very little real action to bring about change (due to the constant cry of
austerity and no money – when we all know how much public money is being poured into the real costs of BREXIT (eg all the legal
costs of completely rewriting the laws of the country), the huge profits being made by energy companies & private schools, to name
a few.
23. Do you have any further comments on how efforts to tackle climate change are affecting you?
The 2010 austerity cuts undermined public services and took away a lot of very knowledgeable and experienced local authority
officers providing good and often very sustainable services for local residents, based on meeting needs not making profits. The cuts
have driven the emphasis at Local Authorities to be supporting larger developers (who do very little if anything towards sustainable
development) and allowing low grade new buildings and removal of wildlife areas and green field, and also working with private
partnerships e.g. the so called investment zones and Freeport initiatives for public funding to be poured into the likes of luxury
yacht providers and the nuclear deterrent; this is a waste opportunity that could be investing in local, low carbon initiatives to take
us towards zero carbon, rather than the current 10% annual increase of our emissions.
Questions for local government, communities and other organisations delivering net zero locally
24. What are the biggest barriers you face in decarbonising / enabling your communities and areas to decarbonise?
I.
The lack of leadership and good example at government level – during the Covid pandemic, most people did follow
government advice and made huge changes to the way they lived and were very willing to make big compromises in their
lives because it was clear this was being treated as a national (and international) emergency.
II.
The economic crisis and lack of funding to support the vital changes needed to encourage changes; e.g. subsidies public
transport to enable people out of private cars and to use lower carbon options. The lack of public funding for active travel
routes to be established
III.
The lack of a clear plan to decarbonise life and have a carbon ration book to guide people in how to live within a reasonable
carbon budget and establish a ‘Fair Shares’ system, as people are more likely to compromise if they feel others are doing it
too
IV.
Lack of ‘Sustainability is Cool’ culture; i.e. BREXIT has added to a very self-centred attitude that justifies privatisation, just
when we need to be thinking globally and acting locally in a very public spirited way collectively.
25. What has worked well? Please share examples of any successful place-based net zero projects.
I.
The Government’s Dig for Victory booklet distributed to all households in WW2
II.
Allotments
III.
Public pedestrian and cycle paths
IV.
Rewilding – e.g. the leadership shown by Knepp Estate in Sussex/Surrey
V.
Community Composting
VI.
Regenerative planning and the zero carbon initiatives being introduced in Wales
VII.
Our local Food in Community project that gleans and redistributes fresh local food
VIII.
Public subsidies for solar panels (abandoned some years ago) and generous FITs schemes
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26. How does the planning system affect your efforts to decarbonise?
I.
It makes it easier for non-sustainable development to build all over green open spaces and agricultural land
II.
New developments in this area take out large sections of wildlife corridors, and their associated wildlife habitats and
apparently protected wildlife species – legally!
III.
The new Investment Zone in our area (South Hams) will be buying up (compulsory purchased), large areas of agricultural
land for economic development which will be covered in business as usual portacabins and car parks – nowhere near a
railway hub. Without even any economic proposals on the table to justify any need for this type of economic
development; when we do know that agriculture produces food.
27. How can the design of net zero policies, programmes, and funding schemes be improved to make it easier to deliver in your
area?
Please take on board all of the points already raised in the earlier replies to your questions
28. Are there any other implications of net zero or specific decarbonisation projects for your area that the Review should consider?
This area is as affected by the warming seas, the melting ice caps and the release of methane in Siberia as everywhere else. Please
just bring in the urgently needed changes. We need strong governance to clearly demonstrate that the UK government is taking
very seriously and prioritising the United Nation as prediction of impending doom for this planet if we don’t make immediate and
urgent changes to decarbonise how we live. The Devon Carbon plan has a very clear pie chart of emissions, that show 30% of these
come from transport. So make a start with my suggestions around transport above; perhaps use this area as a pilot project. We are
a Transition Town Council, supporting and working with our Transition Town Totnes group and Climate Hub. Please work with us to
make a difference.
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